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"After 25 years discovering the island, this is the selection staff from places that make up
“our Formentera” and we want to share with you ”;

Exclusive Restaurants

Es Molí de Sal
An old mill exquisitely renovated to offer in an environment privileged a menu of the best
typical dishes of Formentera and cuisine Mediterranean.

+34 971 18 74 91 / +34 646 45 69 06

Can Carlitos
Can Carlitos is Nandu Jubany's invitation to savor the Mediterranean with portions to share.
Located in the Port of La Savina, in front of the sea, gives almost insurmountable sunsets.

+34 971 32 25 70

Can Carlos
The fashionable place par excellence. Delicious Italian cuisine with an atmosphere chic and
exclusive surrounded by a beautiful garden.

+34 971 32 28 74

Chezz Gerdi
Sensational dishes, which propose the taste of tradition reinterpreting with amazing
creativity. An incredible place to come and enjoy a drink, lunch or dinner.

+34 971 32 86 03 / +34 648 02 01 06

Restaurant Es Caló

In an old fishing village, where you will find beautiful views, in its terrace overlooking the sea,
high quality Mediterranean cuisine. It also has a pool and a "chill out" to spend the day.

+34 971 32 73 11

Beach Clubs

Hotel Gecko
This establishment has become the most exclusive place on the island, rooms at outrageous
prices, a very demanding clientele and a great service make this corner "the best place to
see and be seen."

+34 971 32 80 24



Beso Beach
If you want to have a mojito with Kate Moss or Cristiano Ronaldo, this is your
site!
With your feet on the sand, open only during the day, the climax is the sunset, they dance
and sing to the rhythm of the island and at eleven o'clock, it's over!
Great steak to eat and delicious rice dishes.

+34 971 32 45 72 / +34 622 22 21 13

Restaurants "Of All Life"

Es Cupiná
Open since 1971, restaurants on the island are those of a lifetime, without pretentious,
simple and good value for money. Also enjoy one of the most beautiful enclaves in Migjorn,
at the end of the beach next to the mythical Kiosko Bartolo, which we strongly recommend!

+34 971 32 72 21

Pascual Restaurant
A classic of the island, it is in the interior of Es Caló. It has a beautiful garden, recently
renovated and a traditional but innovative menu

+34 971 32 70 14

Macondo
The best pizza on the island by far, but you always have to queue! The original is in San
Ferran and they have a second restaurant in Punta Prima where they do reserve and make
it easier to try this exquisite thin-crust pizza.

+34 638 31 70 33

A mi manera
Curious place, in the middle of the field, with an orchard from which they lettuce for your
salads. It is a very special place, on the highway of Cala Saona, for an incredible night!

+34 971 32 29 03

Caminito
An exquisite Argentine restaurant that has been on the island for almost 20 years. With a
very large terrace dominated by a pool in the middle, they will make your dinner an
experience. The best meat on the island!

+34 971 32 81 06



Can Pepito
Charming family-run place in the center of Sant Francesc, set in a tastefully decorated
interior courtyard. We fall in love with the care and attention to detail in this secret place,
where you will find French food and the best gin and tonics on the island.
Tell Raquel, the owner, that you are a Formentera White client and they will have a special
detail with you.

Charming Cafes

El Platé
In the square of the small town of San Francesc, in a pedestrian area, is El Platé.
Emblematic place, always has an atmosphere and live music, having a wine under its vine is
something unique!

+34 971 32 23 13

Il Gioviale
Cafeteria in the middle of the San Francesc roundabout, the location says nothing,
although the place is cute, and the pasta is noisy!

+34 672 71 34 19

In the Port of La Savina

Café del Lago
In our same building is this restaurant that offers from wonderful breakfasts to excellent
dinners. Open all day, with exquisite Mediterranean and Italian cuisine, on your doorstep,
you can't lose!

+34 971 32 31 87

Il Marino
Bar right on the corner of the Port, to have pinchos, and people watch. The busiest place on
the island. There is a lot of boat activity but it is entertained!

+34 671 03 66 52

Kiosks

Bartolo
This is our absolute favorite place on the island! You cannot leave without seeing it.
There are four sticks and some chairs, right at the tip of Migjorn, in the place where the
water is clearer, a few steps from Calò d´es Morts.

Manoli and Bartolo, along with their children, have run it for more than 30 years and



nothing has changed. You have to ask for a "pomada" (citrus cocktail) and a special house
burger. It is perfect to go to eat and spend the afternoon, they also rent hammocks, and
above all they treat you phenomenally!

+34 971 32 72 43

Lucky
Perfect kiosk for the sunset. At KM 8 in Migjorn, full of handsome Italians and people with a
march. It goes just for sunset and they have amazing music!

+34 667 21 94 25

Sa Platgeta
A very authentic, simple place, with checkered tablecloths, in the most island wild. Highly
recommended to go hippie!

+34 971 18 76 14


